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AchemAsia 2019 will take place in Shanghai-China
Moving into its fourth decade, AchemAsia is setting out for new horizons: The
International Expo and Innovation Forum for Sustainable Chemical Production will
take place from 21-23 May 2019 in Shanghai, China. With an updated event
profile, the eleventh edition focusses on topics that are especially relevant for the
Chinese process industry, putting a strong emphasis on sustainability and
innovation.
Founded in 1989 as a spin-off of ACHEMA to cater to the needs of China’s then
developing industry, AchemAsia has since grown into a platform where the latest
technologies and innovations are discussed and traded that are relevant to the
process industry worldwide. Attracting about 295 exhibitors from China & abroad
and 12000 visitors from 17 countries, ACHEMA’s “little sister” has now matured
and developed its own profile based on the “hot topics” in the Chinese and Asian
market:
• Process Technology
• Pharma Technology
• Industrial Water Management
• Plant and Process Safety
• Digitalization
“We are putting the growth and core sectors of China’s process industry in the
centre of the event’s focus, with sustainability as overriding anchor theme”, says
Thomas Scheuring, CEO of DECHEMA Exhibitions. The move from Beijing to
Shanghai also follows the lead of the industry. The exhibition will be accompanied
by a congress jointly organized by DECHEMA and local and international partners.
Special travel package by official travel agents in India:
Mr. Om Prakash – Director, In ORBIT Tours Pvt. Ltd. has been organising special
tours to Achema & AchemAsia since 40 years and enjoy the confidence of the
Chemical & Process Industries. A special travel package is arranged to visit
above trade fair. Further details can be obtained from Om Prakash Tel: 022 –
24229281/40436868, email: omprakash@inorbittours.com
For more information log on to: www.achemasia.de
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